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Summary

When an earthquake occurs, the surrounding soil and the structural elements can exhibit non-linear behaviour. In common practice, only non-linear behaviour of structural elements is evaluated. But, actually, the soil reaches the limit of its
elastic behaviour before the structural elements. In general, the soil-structure interaction effects are assumed beneficial and
thus ignored. Nevertheless, a more precise knowledge of the expected structural seismic response can allow to reduce the
cost of the structure and to improve the earthquake engineering practice. This paper concerns the assessment of the effects
of non-linear soil behaviour on the structural seismic demand evaluation. For this purpose, non-linear dynamic analyses
are performed in order to study the role of several parameters on the seismic performance evaluation. This paper presents
a summary of the main findings.
Keywords: Seismic Performance Evaluation, Capacity Spectrum Method, non-linear Soil-Structure Interaction.

1. Introduction
In the present earthquake engineering practice,
the capacity spectrum method is widely used for
seismic performance evaluation of existing and new
structures. Nevertheless, usually the effects of dynamic soil-structure interaction (SSI) and the nonlinear behaviour of the surrounding ground are neglected.
Some simplified procedures taking into account
the dynamic SSI effects on the determination of the
design earthquake forces and the corresponding
dis-placements exist. For instance, FEMA 356
[2000] and ATC-40 [1996] documents give some
provisions to include ground flexibility in the structural analysis model. Recently, FEMA 440 [2003]
draft document proposes some techniques to improve the traditional non-linear static seismic analysis. Concerning soil-structure interaction effects,
this document presents procedures to take into account kinematical effects as well as foundation
damping effects. Kinematical effects are related to
filtering the ground shaking transmitted to the
structure i.e. a modification factor is applied to the
input motion. Foundation damping is combined
with the structural damping to obtain a revised
damping for the system. All these procedures are
based on traditional soil-structure interaction expressions with linear-elastic soil behaviour assumption. However, it is well-known that the limit of lin-
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ear-elastic soil behaviour is very low (γ<10-5). This
strain limit is normally exceeded during a real motion.
In this work the influence of SSI effects on the
seismic performance evaluation is investigated. For
this purpose, numerical simulations of pushover
tests and non-linear dynamic analyses (i.e. non-linearity of the soil and the structure behaviour) are
performed in order to study the role of several parameters on the seismic performance evaluation.
This parametric study concerns the mechanical
properties of the soil foundation (e.g. Vs 30 and fundamental soil deposit frequency) and the structure
(i.e. fundamental period, effective height and mass)
as well as the characteristics of the input motion (i.e.
amplitude and frequency content). Thus, several 2D
finite element computations are carried out using
non-linear elastoplastic models to represent both
the soil and the structure behaviour. Results obtained by simplified computations performed following a two-step approach (which will be described
below), are compared with the ones obtained from
fully non-linear time-history finite element modelling analyses.
These results allow to identify and to quantify
the differences between the two approaches. Thus,
it is possible to establish the situations for which the
approximate techniques might tend to overestimate
or underestimate the displacement demand. We
present a summary of the main findings including
some recommendations to consider in a performance evaluation following the Capacity Spectrum
Method (CSM).
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Fig. 1 – Summary of proposed approaches.
Fig. 1 – Sintesi degli approcci proposti.

2. Proposed approaches

2.1. Soil constitutive model

In order to investigate the effect of non-linear
soil behaviour on seismic demand evaluation, a
comparative dynamic analysis is carried out. First, a
complete finite element model including soil and
structural non-linear behaviour is used to asses the
effect of non-linear dynamic soil-structure interaction on the structural response. Secondly, a two-step
approach is carried out where: a non-linear 1D wave
propagation problem is solved for a soil column of
the foundation soil. Next, the obtained free field
motion is imposed as the ground motion to a fixed
base structural model. The two approaches are
sketched in Figure 1.
The analysis is carried out for several non-linear SDOF models, with fundamental period varying from 0.1 s to 0.4 s. The mass and height of each
SDOF is obtained with typical weight and height
values, relating its fundamental period to the
number of levels of the structure. The same infinitely rigid shallow foundation is considered for all
SDOF models.
In order to simulate the soil foundation, two
non-linear homogenous dense sandy soil deposits
were used. The first one is in dry condition and the
second one is fully saturated. The bedrock is placed
at the depth of 30 m. Four Europeans earthquakes
are considered, scaled to different maximum outcropping acceleration values.

The ECP’s elastoplastic multi-mechanism
model [AUBRY and MODARESSI, 1992; HUJEUX, 1985] ,
commonly called Hujeux model is used to represent
the soil behaviour. This model can take into account
the soil behaviour in a large range of deformations.
The model is written in terms of effective stress. The
representation of all irreversible phenomena is
made by four coupled elementary plastic mechanisms: three plane-strain deviatoric plastic deformation mechanisms in three orthogonal planes and
an isotropic one. The model uses a Coulomb type
failure criterion and the critical state concept. The
evolution of hardening is based on the plastic strain
(deviatoric and volumetric strain for the deviatoric
mechanisms and volumetric strain for the isotropic
one). To take into account the cyclic behaviour a
kinematical hardening based on the state variables
at the last load reversal is used. The soil behaviour
is decomposed into pseudo-elastic, hysteretic and
mobilized domains.
The model’s parameters of the soil are obtained
using the methodology suggested by LOPEZ-CABALLERO et al. [2003; 2007]. In order to verify the
model’s parameters, the behaviour of the sand must
be studied by simulating drained (DCS) and undrained cyclic shear tests (UCS). The Figure 2a shows
the response of a DCS test obtained by the model of
the sand at an effective stress of 100 kPa. The test results are compared with the reference curves given
by IWASAKI [1978].
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Fig. 2 – Simulated drained (DCS) and undrained (UCS) cyclic shear test results obtained with the soil’s constitutive model.
Fig. 2 – Risultati delle simulazioni di prove di taglio ciclico drenate (DCS) e non drenate (UCS) condotte con il modello costitutivo adottato
per il terreno.

In saturated conditions, the evolution of shear
strain and pore pressure can be observed during the
UCS. The Figure 2c and Figure 2d shows the test
simulation for a stress controlled shear test with the
same model’s parameters. The generation of pore
pressure reduces the effective stress inducing cyclic
mobility without liquefaction.
Two levels of water table were considered:
deeper than the model (dry) and at surface level (saturated or wet). The shear wave velocity of the soil increases with depth (Fig.6a). The shear wave velocity
profile gives an average shear wave velocity in the upper 30 m (VS ,30) of 232.8 m/s for dry conditions and
204.3 m/s for saturated condition. This soil profile
corresponds to a category C site of Eurocode 8 (deep
deposit of dense or medium dense soil) in both cases.
2.2. Structural model
The typical one-story frame chosen to represent
each SDOF structure is shown in Figure 3a. The
mass of the building is assumed to be uniformly distributed along beam elements and the columns are
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supposed massless. Non-linear material behaviour
is taken into account through an elastic-perfect plastic strain-stress relation. Figure 3b shows a normalized moment-curvature (M –Ψ) diagram obtained
from the computation of a simply fixed beam with
this behaviour model. As it can be noticed, the stiffness decreases when the elastic limit is reached (at
My or Ψy), and under load reversal the curve forms
hysteresis loops. The maximum resisting moment
remains constant under increasing deformation and
the member rotates as a hinge with this constant resisting moment. The value of stress yield is supposed to be the same for all computations.
The elastic modulus (E) and the yielding stress
(σy) of structural elements are 25.5 GPa and 18 MPa,
respectively. The mass and height of each SDOF is
obtained with typical weight and height values. A typical value of 20000 kg is assumed for each level. A
constant value of 2.5 m is considered for each interstory height. Thus, the equivalent SDOF corresponding to a building of n levels is computed assuming a
mass of 20000n (kg), a fixed base period of T0 = n/10
(s) and equivalent height H = 2/3 × 2.5n (m), and fi-
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Fig. 3 – Structural model description.
Fig. 3 – Descrizione del modello strutturale.

Tab. I – Properties of equivalent SDOF.
Tab. I – Caratteristiche delle strutture SDOF equivalenti.

Tab. II – Used input earthquake motions.
Tab. II – Terremoti di input utilizzati nelle analisi.

2.4. Finite element approach (SSI-FE)
nally solving for b and h (lateral stiffness). Table I
shows the basic properties for the used SDOF.
A viscous damping of β i = 0.02 was considered
for all computations. The same infinitely rigid shallow foundation with a characteristic length of 6m
was used for alls SDOF.
2.3. Input earthquake motion
The used seismic input motions are the acceleration records of Friuli earthquake - San-Rocco site
(Italy-1976), Superstition Hills earthquake - Supers.
Mountain site (USA-1987), Kozani earthquake
(Greece - 1995) and Aegion earthquake (Greece 1995). The frequency content was characterized
with the mean period (Tm) [RATHYE et al., 1998] (Tab.
II). All signals are consistent with the response spectra of Type A soil of Eurocode 8.
Each motion will be used as the outcropping
motion and scaled to different values ranging from
0.15 g to 0.30 g linearly increased by an increment
of 0.05 g, resulting in a total of 16 events for each
frame on dry soil. For frames exhibiting important
non-linear structural behavior, this range will be extended to 0.35 g (see section 4).

The Finite Element model is composed of: the
structure, the soil foundation and a part of the bedrock. The considered structure is a one-story, one
bay frame. The 30 m thick homogenous soil deposit
is modelled by 4 node linear elements. In the bottom, a layer of 5 m of elastic bedrock (Vs = 1000 m/s
and ρ = 2000 kg/m3) is added to the model. The finite element mesh used for modelling this problem
is showed in Figure 4. Plane strain condition is assumed for the soil deposit and the bedrock.
As the main purpose of this paper is to investigate the role of the general parameters as T0, Tm,
[aout], etc. in order to establish general tendencies of
the results and identify when the non-linear SSI is a
major issue, the set of SDOFs analysed for this paper does not correspond to a specific set of structures. They are idealizations of typical values of
height, mass and fundamental periods. The effect of
the structural weight on the effective stress in the
soil is neglected in this paper and will be extensively
treated in further works.
For the bedrock’s boundary condition, paraxial
elements simulating a deformable unbounded bedrock
have been used. The incident waves, defined at the
outcropping bedrock are introduced into the base
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Fig. 4 – Finite element mesh.
Fig. 4 – Reticolo di elementi finiti.

of the model after deconvolution. In the analysis, as
the lateral limits of the problem are considered to
be far enough periodic conditions are verified.
Then, only vertically propagating shear waves are
studied resulting in the free field response. Thus,
equivalent boundaries have been imposed on the
nodes of these boundaries (i.e. the normal stress on
these boundaries remains constant and the displacements of nodes at the same depth in two opposite lateral boundaries are the same in all directions). Thus, the obtained movement at the bedrock
is composed of the incident waves and the reflected
signal. The computations are carried-out in the
time domain. The simulations are performed with
the Finite Element tool GEFDYN [A UBRY et al.,
1985; AUBRY and MODARESSI, 1996].

value of the fixed base fundamental frequency of
the structure compared to the one of elastic soil deposit (i.e. fstr > fsoil), it is expected that SSI phenomena appears.
From the comparative results, it can be seen that
the two different results obtained by the tools are in
perfect agreement. The shift of the main frequency
of the structure to 4.17 Hz results from the flexibility
of the foundation soil, whereas the change in the
amplitude results from the material soil and radiation damping added. The numerical value of period
shifting is compatible with the standard simple expression to compute linear-elastic soil-structure interaction provided in design codes.
2.6. Two-step approach

2.5. Numerical tool Validation
Before proceeding to the non-linear analysis effects, a validation of the soil-structure interaction
phenomenon assuming linear elasticity behaviour
for both the soil and the structure is performed (i.e.
a sample seismic signal is imposed at very low amplitude to ensure linear-elastic soil behaviour). A
two-story frame taken from [SAEZ et al., 2006] (fixed
base fundamental frequency of 4.25 Hz) is supposed
to lie on the studied soil profile under dry condition. Figure 5 shows the obtained response of spectral ratio amplitude between the displacements at
the top and at the base (top/base) of the structure
compared with the response calculated using the
numerical BE-FE tool MISS3D [CLOUTEAU, 2003] for
the dry soil case. Figure 5 also shows the spectral ratio amplitude between the free field and the bedrock motion (ff/bedrock) and the fixed base transfer
function of the structure. For coupled BE-FE computations, the analysis is directly carried out in the
frequency domain.
For linear elastic SSI computations, the first two
natural frequencies of the soil profile are 2.2
(Tsoil = 0.46 s) and 6.15 Hz (Fig.5). Thus, due to the
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The first step is to solve a non-linear one-dimensional wave propagation prob-lem for a soil col-

Fig. 5 – Spectral ratio amplitudes obtained with the coupled BE-FE linear elastic tool MISS3D compared to FE
computations with GEFDYN for an elastic domain.
Fig. 5 – Rapporti di ampiezza spettrale ottenuti con il codice
elastico lineare BE-FE MISS3D e con il codice GEFDYN nel
caso di risposta elastica lineare.
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umn. The mesh consists of one column of solid elements obeying the same constitutive model as in the
SSI-FE approach. The same boundary conditions
have been imposed. The incident waves, defined at
the outcropping bedrock, are introduced into the
base of the model after deconvolution. In the second step, the obtained free field motion is imposed
as the ground motion to a fixed base structural
model. This two-step approach neglects all SSI effects, but takes into account the effect of non-linearity behaviour of both soil and structure.

3. Soil analysis and results
In order to define the input motion for the twostep approach, a free field dynamic analysis of the
soil profile is performed. The response of the free
field soil profile is analysed for the four earthquake
records (Tab. II) as outcropping input with amplitudes increased with an increment of 0.05 g from

0.1 g to 0.5 g.The Figure 6b shows the obtained values and a tendency curve for the PGA (Peak Ground
Acceleration) with respect to maximum acceleration
on the bedrock (amax,bedrock). These results are compared with the one for an AB deep soil profile according to the classification proposed by DICKENSON
and SEED [1996]. It is possible to see that for weak
base acceleration, the behaviour of both dry and saturated soil deposits is similar and thus the reduction
in the effective stress due tue water has not evident
effect. It is noted that an amplification of the
ground response for moderate range of amax,bedrock is
obtained. For strong base acceleration the soil weakening attenuates the seismic motion. In saturated
conditions, the pore pressure build-up acts as a frequency filter and the soil de-amplifies the input motion for large amax,bedrock values [GHOSH and MADABHUSHI, 2003; LOPEZ-CABALLERO, 2008].
The influence of the inelastic behaviour of the
soil deposit on the structural response can be directly related to 2% damped pseudo-acceleration

Fig. 6 – Effect of the presence of water on soil response.
Fig. 6 – Effetto della presenza dell’acqua sulla risposta del terreno.

Fig. 7 – Effect of the water on PSA.
Fig. 7 – Effetto della presenza dell’acqua sul PSA.
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that it is not possible to identify this feature of soil
behaviour using a simplified approach such as
equivalent linear method.

4. Non-linear SSI analysis and results

Fig. 8 – Pore pressure ratio ru at 4m depth for two earthquake amplitudes.
Fig. 8 – Rapporto di pressione interstiziale ru alla profondità di
4 m dal piano campagna, per due terremoti di diversa ampiezza.

response spectra (PSA) at the free field. The comparison between outcropping and obtained free
field normalized PSA for different acceleration levels using Friuli earthquake scaled to 0.10 g (Fig. 7a)
and 0.35 g (Fig. 7b) are shown in Figure 7. For weak
acceleration (aout = 0.1 g), the computed PSA is similar for both dry and saturated cases shouing thet
the modification in the initial effective stress due to
the presence of water has not a significant influence.
According to Figure 7b (aout = 0.35 g), the spectral amplitude of saturated soil is greater than that
of dry soil for large periods. This amplification of
the PSA for the saturated soil with respect to dry soil
can be explained by the pore water pressure built up
(Fig. 8) phenomenon properly simulated by the soil
constitutive model [LOPEZ-CABALLERO, 2008]. For
short periods, the spectral amplitude of saturated
soil is smaller than that of dry soil. It can be noted

Fig. 9 – Summary of computations.
Fig. 9 – Sintesi dei risultati delle simulazioni.
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Concerning the seismic demand evaluation, the
maximum top displacement D (top drift) and its
corresponding base shear, in terms of spectral acceleration A, are plotted for each studied SDOF structure following the two approaches for dry soil. For
each SDOF, the corresponding capacity curve obtained by modelling the pushover test is also plotted
(dashed lines in Fig. 9a).
In the SSI-FE approach, the obtained structural
response for SDOFs with T 0 ≤ 0.25 s is approximately elastic even for high acceleration levels. The
purpose of the paper is to investigate the role of the
non-linear soil behaviour on the computed structural damage (i.e. structural non-linear behaviour).
In order to focus the analysis of the results on the
SDOFs exhibiting non-linear behaviour, the
T0=0.3 s and T0 =0.4 s SDOFs were studied for a
slighty larger range of outcropping acceleration levels (0.1 g ÷ 0.35 g) compared to 0.1 g 0.3 g range
used for the other SDOFs. Similary, the saturated
soil case is carried out only for T 0 = 0.3 s and
T0 =0.4 s frames.
To visualize the SSI effect on seismic demand
evaluation, it is possible to take for example the
T0=0.4 s fundamental period SDOF (Fig.9b). Solid
symbols correspond to the two-step approach, while
the hollow ones are obtained by the SSI-FE approach. Each point represents a response obtained
by one input motion scaled to a specific value.
The effect of the non-linear SSI on the seismic response can be represented by the ratio
D twostep/D SSIFE between the computed top drift ob-
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Fig. 10 – Top drift ratio between two-step computation (Dtwostep) and SSI-FE approach DSSIFE for T0 = 0.3s (a) and 0.4s (b)
frames in terms of the maximum imposed outcropping acceleration.
Fig. 10 – Rapporto tra gli spostamenti orizzontali calcolati nelle analisi “two-step” (Dtwo-step) e SSI-FE (DSSI-FE) per telai con T0 = 0.3
s (a) and 0.4 s (b), in funzione della massima accelerazione imposta aout.

tained following the two-step approach (Dtwostep) and
the computed value from the SSI-FE approach
(DSSIFE) for the same outcropping motion. Figures
10a and 10b show this ratio in terms of the outcropping acceleration imposed (aout) for the four used
motions, with amplitudes varying from 0.1 g to 0.35
g with an increment of 0.05 g.
It is well-known that the stiffness degradation of
the soil of the foundation introduces additional
damping in the system, modifying the structural response. Additionally, radiation damping appears.
According to our computations, the predicted top
displacement obtained by the two-step approach is
conservative, i.e. larger than the one obtained in the
SSI-FE approach if Tm ~< 1.3T0. On the contrary, for
mean periods Tm larger than approximately 1.3 times the fixed base fundamental period of the frame
T0, the two-step computations give smaller values
compared to non-linear SSI approach. Furthermore, the evolution of this ratio with the amplitude
depends on the frame. For the T0 =0.4 s, the values
of the ratio DItwostep/ DISSIFE vary between 0.6 and 0.8
for motions with Tm≤1.3T0, but for the T0 =0.3 s the
ratio varies between 0.5-1.1 for the same range of
Tm.
Figure 9a shows that, even for relatively weak
motion, the SSI-FE dynamic response of the structure (hollow symbols)is not placed on the pushover
curve. Then, the non linear soil behaviour and the
SSI effect induce a significant variation of the effective period (Teff) of the structure and can decrease/
increase the top displacement depending on the
motion characteristics (Tm and aout) and the structure properties (T0 and m). In order to explain this
behaviour, it is possible to see the distribution of
principal strains in the neighboring soil of the struc-

ture during the Friuli earthquake scaled to 0.25 g at
outcropping (Fig. 11a).
Figures 11b and 11c show the the principal
strains distribution in two different steps of the analysis (Fig. 11a). After the first part of strong motion
(t = 3.6 s) the soil is extensively deformed, then for
the subsequent part of the motion its stiffness and
damping differ considerably from their initial values. After the strong motion (t=12 s), an asymmetrical distribution of irreversible deformations is
found. Permanent settlements are also generated.
This soil deformation induces a high material soil
damping. This damping has a direct influence on
the seismic response of the structure and it cannot
be properly evaluated following a fixed based approach or even if elastic SSI is taken into account.
Therefore, the total seismic demand is highly controlled by the surrounding non-linear soil behaviour. For motions able to induce damage into a
structure, the soil behaviour will be certainly nonlinear.
To complete the previous analysis, the saturated
soil results are also included in Figure l2a for the
T0=0.4 s SDOF. The tendency of the results is the
same. The computed results are clearly aligned following an effective period. This value of Teff can be
calculated from a linear fìtting. After this approximately linear portion, the computed values of seismic demand approach asymptotically the fìxed base
capacity curve. The plateau of the curve does not
change because it depends only upon the strength
of structural elements. For a given motion, it can be
noticed that the Performance Point (P.P.) from the
two-step dynamic computation is approximately
placed on the capacity curve; this indicates that capacity spectrum method is adequate for fixed base
analysis. However, when SSI effects are taken into
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Fig. 11 – Principal strains and the deformed mesh (scaled ×50) in the neighboring saturated soil for two different steps of
analysis for the T0 = 0.3 s SDOF.
Fig. 11 – Analisi con struttura SDOF, con T0 = 0.3s. Direzione e ampiezza delle deformazioni principali, sovrapposte al reticolo
deformato (spostamenti amplificati di 50 volte), nelle vicinanze della struttura, per due diversi passi di calcolo.

Fig. 12 – Summary of results.
Fig. 12 – Sintesi dei risultati.

account, the P.P. from SSI-FE dynamic computation
is placed approximately on the modified capacity
spectrum with Teff (Fig. l2b).
4.1. Period lengthening due to SSI
The computed effective period (Teff) may be related to the height (h), mass (m) and foundation
characteristic length (a) (Fig. 13) of the SDOF structure by traditional linear elastic soil-structure interaction expressions for rigid shallow foundations.
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Fig. 13 – Geometrical scheme.
Fig. 13 – Schema geometrico.
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Fig. 14 – Effective period and shear wave velocity values.
Fig. 14 – Valori efficaci del periodo e della velocità delle onde di taglio.

With these expressions, an effective shear wave velocity can be computed (Vs,eff)

(1):

where v is the Poisson ratio and p is the mass per
unit volume of the soil.
It is possible to obtain for each SDOF, the variation of effective period and effective shear wave
velocity.
According to Figure 14a, soil-structure interaction effects seem important only for structures with
elastic periods placed between the two first elastic
periods of the soil deposit (T1soil and T2soil). For periods smaller than the second period of soil, the effective periods approach quickly that of the fixed
base value. The ratio between the fixed base value
and effective value is near to 90% for this type of
soil.
From Figure 14b, it can be noticed that the effective shear wave velocity is approximately constant for structures with fundamental periods between the two first ones of the soil. This value can be
considered like approximately constant and equal
to two third of VS ,30 Eurocode 8’s parameter in this
case. Then, according to our results, a typical value
of

VS ,30 into traditional elastic SSI relations can

be used to compute an effective period for the used
SDOFs.
4.2. Structural damping quantification
The application of the CSM procedure implies
the computation of an equivalent viscous damping

coefficient at the performance point (βeq). This parameter includes the inherent structural damping (βi) and
the damping related to the damage of the structure
(β0).
A bilinear representation of the capacity spectrum is constructed following ATC-40 guidelines to
estimate β0 (Fig. 15a). The values of β0 are computed using fixed base capacity spectrum.
Figure 15b show the computed values of damping
as a function of the peak ground acceleration at the
free field (amax,ff). (solid symbols on Fig. 15b). For
SSI-FE computations, the capacity spectrum curve
fitted using the obtained results of the dynamic SSI
computations was used. With this capacity spectrum,
the equivalent viscous damping β0 values are also
computed using the bilinear approximation suggested by ATC-40 (hollow symbols on Fig. 15b).
Some cases exhibiting structural linear behaviour
have been omitted in Figure 15b: outcropping accelerations of 0.1 g and Aegion earthquake.
It can be noticed that the damping developed in
the structure is significantly reduced when SSI effects are included in computations. According to
our results, for motions with a frequency content
near to the fundamental period of the fixed base
structure (i.e.

) the damping attains a

maximum, i.e. a higher level of damage. The damping added to the system by nonlinear soil behaviour
increases the energy dissipation mechanisms, then
the expected damage in the structure is reduced.
When the ratio

is near to 1.4, the structural

behaviour for fixed based condition is approximately elastic. But, when SSI effects are taken into
account, the structure develops nonlinear behaviour
and undergoes damage. In this case, the lengthening of fundamental period approaches the effective
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(a) Bilinear representation of the capacity curve:
α is the ratio of postyield stiffness to effective
elastic stiffness (Ke) and µ is the ductility factor.

(b) βi + β0 values for T0 = 0.3s SDOF. Solids
symbols refer to fixed base computation while
hollow symbols are for SSI-FE approach.
Earthquake notation according to Tab. II

Fig. 15 – Equivalent damping computation.
Fig. 15 – Calcolo dello smorzamento equivalente.

period value to resonance condition and induces
plasticity in the structure for moderate values of acceleration thus increasing the damping.
4.3. Damage index
The damage index used in this paper to evaluate the structural damage of the structures is based
on the PARK and ANG damage model [PARK and ANG,
1985] for reinforced concrete. The PARK and ANG
damage model accounts for damage due to maximum inelastic excursions, as well as damage due to
the history of deformations. Both components of
damage are linearly combined.

(a) Shematic representation of the use damage
index.
Fig. 16 – Damage index computation.
Fig. 16 – Calcolo dell’indice di danno.
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Two damage indices are computed using this
damage model:
– Local element damage index (DIloc): columns
and beams.
– Overall structure damage (DIov).
Since the inelastic behaviour is confined to plastic zones near the ends of some members, the relation between element and overall structure integrity
is not direct. According to the used structural nonlinear model, for each element section i, it is possible to compute a local index of damage (Fig. 16a):
(2)

(b) Overall damage index for the T0=0.3s SDOF
on dry soil.
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where Ψm,i is the maximum curvature reached during the load history, Ψu is the ultimate curvature capacity of the section, My is the yield moment and Ei
is the energy dissipated in the section. λp is a model
constant parameter. For nominal strength deterioration of reinforced concrete sections a value of 0.1
for this parameter has been suggested by the same
author [PARK and ANG, 1985]. The value of My is
computed for a simple fixed beam with the used structural non-linear model (Fig.3b). Finally, the Ψu value corresponds to the most plastified section at the end of
pushover test.
The overall damage index is computed using
weighting factors based on dissipated hysteretic energy at each component section i:

tion function, the corresponding analytical form
(F(a)) is:
(4)
where a represents the Arias Intensity (IArias) [ARIAS,
1970] and Φ is the standardized normal distribution
function. The distribution parameters α and β can
be obtained following the maximum likelihood
method treating each event of damage as a realization from a Bernouilli experiment [S HINOZUKA ,
1998]. The likelihood function is expressed as:
(5)

(3)
where λi are the energy weighting factors of the section i.
Figure 16b displays the computed overall damage index of the T0=0.4 s SDOF on dry soil for SSIFE computations (hollow symbols) and two-step approach (solid symbols) in terms of the Arias intensity
at the base of the structure (IAbase). When SSI effects
are taken into account, in general a reduction of
damage index is found. Assuming that a threshold
limit for slight damage can be fixed at DIov <0.3, the
SSI-FE computations shows that this limit is reached
only if Tm is larger than the SDOF’s effective fundamental period Teff. If Tm <Teff, the non-linear soil behavior avoids the structural damage. Furthermore,
only for fixed-based computation the total collapse
is found, i.e. a DIov near to 1.

5. Vulnerability Assessment
According to the results of the previous section,
the dynamic non-linear soil-structure interaction
can significantly modify the structural damage induced by an earthquake, then a variation of seismic
vulnerability is expected. In order to investigate the
effect of non-linear SSI on the vulnerability assessment, a fragility curve approach is followed in terms
of more representative index of structural damage
rather than an equivalent viscous damping coefficient βeq.
The likelihood of structural damage due to different levels of seismic ground motion can be expressed by a fragility curve. The fragility curve describes the damage probability corresponding to
specific damage state, for various earthquakes. If it
is assumed that the fragility curve can be expressed
in the form of two-parameters lognormal distribu-

where ak is the Arias Intensity of the kth set of acceleration time histories to which each structure is subjected, yk represents the realization of the Bernouilli
random variable Yk with yk = 1 or 0 depending on
whether or not the structure sustains the specific
state of damage under the IArias equal to ak, and N is
the total number of sets of time histories for which
the structure is analyzed. The computation is performed numerically using a standard optimization
algorithm.
Two different damage levels are defined in
terms of the overall damage index DIov . The first
one, corresponds to a none to slight damage, and it
is assumed for a value of DIov<0.3. The second one,
associated with a moderate damage, is defined for a
value of 0.3 ≤ DIov < 0.6.
For problems involving stiffness degradation,
the duration and the frequency content of strong
motion (i.e. severity intensity) have a great effect on
the response of the system. A measure characterizing the severity intensity of an earthquake can be
the Arias Intensity.
Figures 17a and 17b displays the computed fragility curves for the damage states related to the
damage index defined below. Figure 17a shows the
computed fragility curves by following the two-step
approach for the T 0 =0.4 s SDOF. The fragility
curves obtained for the second approach (SSI-FE)
for the same structure are showed in Figure 17b.
The fragility curves reflect the variations of the computed damage index obtained for each case
(Fig.16b). In Figures 17a and 17b, black cross are
used to plot the corresponding values of yk for slight
damage levels and grey circles the corresponding
values of yk for moderate damage.
In the case when the SSI is taken into account
directly, (SSI-FE) a significantly higher level of seismic energy is required to induce a damage.
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Fig. 17 – Computed fragility curves.
Fig. 17 – Curve di fragilità calcolate.

6. Conclusions
Non-linear dynamic soil-structure interaction
analysis is a complex problem were several phenomena take place and interact with each other. Some of
this aspects have been studied in this paper in order
to highlight the influence of some parameters concerning the structure, the input signal and the soil.
The main conclusion of this study is that the
soil-structure interaction with a non-linear soil
model varies significantly the response of the studied structure set with respect to the one with fixed
base condition.
It is well-known that the soil exhibits an elastic
behaviour only in a very small range of distortion.
This range is certainly exceeded for a motion able to
induce inelastic deformations in a structure. Thus, a
coupled approach using non-linear structural behaviour with linear soil hypothesis is not consistent.
In fact, the results show that when non-linear SSI is
properly taken into account, the seismic demand is
not on the capacity curve.
According to our computations and for the studied cases, a first approximation for Teff may be obtained with

Vs,30 and with traditionally elastic SSI

expressions. Nevertheless, the major challenge to
quantify the non-linear SSI effects in seismic demand evaluation is to predict an accurate global
damping, able to be related to a simpler approach.
Concerning the vulnerability assessment, according to our computations, if the SSI is taken into
account, a higher level of seismic energy is required
to exceed a moderate damage level (DIov) for a given
likelihood. For none to slight damage level, the type
of followed approach seems not to be important for
vulnerability evaluation purposes.
The results of the study illustrate clearly the importance of accounting for the non-linear soil be-
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haviour. In this case, the non-linear SSI has a favourable effect related to decreasing the maximum
top displacements and the base forces. However,
the non-linear SSI could increase or decrease the
seismic demand depending on the type of the
structure (e.g. m, h and T0), the input motion (e.g.
T m ), and the dynamic soil properties (e.g. T soil ,
Vs,30). Furthermore, there is an economic justification to take into account the modification effects
due to non-linear soil behaviour. Further investigations in this way will be needed in order to obtain
more general conclusions for diverse structure and
soil typologies.
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Effects of non-linear soil behaviour on
the seismic performance evaluation of
structures
Sommario
Durante un evento sismico, le strutture e il terreno
interagente con esse possono manifestare una risposta non
lineare. Nella pratica corrente, tuttavia, solo il comportamento
non lineare degli elementi strutturali viene preso in conto nelle
analisi di interazione terreno-struttura, nonostante il terreno
raggiunga il limite elastico ben prima degli elementi strutturali.
In generale, gli effetti della interazione terreno-struttura sono
considerati benefici per la struttura e sono dunque ignorati in
favore di sicurezza. Peraltro, una descrizione più accurata della
risposta strutturale attesa in condizioni sismiche può consentire
una significativa riduzione dei costi e può condurre, più in
generale, ad un miglioramento delle pratiche progettuali correnti
in ingegneria antisismica.
Obiettivo del presente lavoro è la valutazione dell’influenza
del comportamento non lineare dei terreni di fondazione sulla
previsione della richiesta di prestazione sismica delle strutture. A
tale scopo, una serie di simulazioni dinamiche non lineari sono
state condotte in forma parametrica per analizzare il ruolo dei
diversi parametri del modello sulla risposta sismica prevista.
L’articolo sintetizza i principali risultati di tale lavoro.
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